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Introduction

Two surfaces are said to be related to one another by a fundamental

transformation, that is, by a transformation F, if the developables of the

congruence of lines joining corresponding points on the surfaces cut the sur-

faces in conjugate nets of curves. It is assumed that neither of these nets is

a focal net of the congruence. The nets on the surfaces are also said to

correspond by the transformation F.

Although many well known transformations of surfaces are special

types of transformations F, the general case was treated in detail but

recently, by Eisenhart f and Jonas, t In a recent paper Graustein § introduced

into the study of these transformations a projective invariant which was the

generalization of the invariant of a parallel map.|| Certain important

theorems concerning this invariant were obtained whose nature indicates

that transformations F can be investigated to advantage by means of it.

We call this invariant the invariant C.

When studied in terms of tangential coordinates, transformations F

present a complete duality among the elements involved. In this way,

a second invariant, the invariant H, is obtained which is dual to the in-

variant C. The invariant C is equal to the cross ratio in which a pair of

corresponding points of the surfaces in the relation F is divided by the

focal points of the line joining them. Dually, the invariant H is equal to the

cross ratio in which a pair of corresponding tangent planes to the two

surfaces is divided by the focal planes through their line of intersection.

* Presented to the Society, October 29, 1927; received by the editors June 11, 1927.

t Cf. Eisenhart's treatise, Transformations of Surfaces, Princeton, 1923, which deals primarily

with these transformations. We shall follow the notation employed in this book, and shall refer to

it as Eisenhart, T. S.
t Jonas, Sitzungsberichte, Berliner Mathematische Gesellschaft, vol. 14 (1915), pp. 103 ff.

§ W. C. Graustein, An invariant of a general transformation of surfaces, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 32 (1926), p. 357 ft.
|| W. C. Graustein, Parallel maps of surfaces, these Transactions, vol. 23 (1922), pp. 298-332.
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It is the purpose of this paper to make a study of transformations F

based upon these invariants. In fact, the invariants C and H form a tool

by means of which many theorems are found which do not easily lend

themselves to proof by the classical methods. Fundamental existence ques-

tions which arise concerning the conditions on the invariants C and H and

on the nets in the transformation F are readily answered. The relations

between the invariants C and H and the surfaces in the transformation also

yield interesting consequences.

The invariant C is introduced in Part I, which also contains a fundamental

theorem for transformations F of a given net having a given invariant C.

The analogous work for the invariant H is done in Part II. The invariants

C and 22 of a transformation F which is the product of two such transforma-

tions are also discussed in these two parts.

Transformations F and nets of special type are discussed in Part III.

The last part, Part IV, is devoted to the application of some of the results

obtained to transformations of Ribaucour.

I. The invariant C of a transformation F

1. Fundamental equations. A congruence of lines G and a net N are

said to be conjugate to one another if the curves of N, which is assumed not

a focal net of G, lie on the developables of G. Two nets N and Ni are then

related to one another by a transformation F if the congruence G of lines

joining corresponding points of these nets is conjugate to both nets. The

congruence G is known as the conjugate congruence of the transformation F.

Consider a surface 5:x=x(u, v)* on which the parametric curves form

a net N, which has for its point equation

d2e     a log a de    a log b de
(1.1) -=---+---t

dudv dv      du du      dv

To obtain an F transform of N we have first to find a congruence G conjugate

to N, and then a net iVi conjugate to G. A net N', parallel to N, and traced

by the point x', where

dx' dx dx' dx
(1.2) -k — ,       - = /—,

du du dv dv

determines G in that the point coordinates of N' serve as direction parameters

* I.e., x'=x' («, »), »=1, 2, • • •, ».

t Eisenhart, T. S., § 2.
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for the lines of G. A solution 0 of the point equation (1.1) of N will determine

a net Nu conjugate to G, whose point coordinates are

(1.3) xi = x - -x'.
0

Here 0' is a solution of the point equation of N' corresponding to 6; i.e., it

satisfies the equations

de'      de       de'      de
(1.4) -=h — ,       — = /—•

du du dv dv

The net ¿Vi is said to be an F transform of ¿V by means of the solution 0 of its

point equation and along the congruence G.

The lines of intersection of corresponding tangent planes to the surfaces

of ¿V and ¿Vi also generate a congruence called the harmonic congruence of

the transformation. For a line L of this congruence the focal points Fi, F»

have the coordinates*

e dx e dx
(1.5) jFi : x->     Ft:x-;

de du dB dv

du dv

and hence are the intersections of L with the focal planes of the corresponding

line of G.

2. The invariant C.f A transformation F of the net ¿V into the net ¿Vi

establishes a projective correspondence between the pencils of the tangent

lines to the surfaces of these nets at corresponding points x and X\. These

pencils of tangent lines meet the line of intersection L of their planes (the

tangent planes to the surfaces of ¿V and ¿Vx at x and x\, respectively) in pro-

jective ranges of points. In this projectivity the fixed points are the focal

points Fi and Ft. If D and A are a pair of corresponding points of the two

ranges on L, the invariant of the projectivity is

(2.1) C = (DD1,F1Fi).

The function C is a projective invariant of the transformation F which we

shall call the conjugate invariant, or, briefly, the invariant C.

The invariant C has another geometric significance. X It is the cross ratio

* Eisenhart, T. S., § 17.

t W. C. Graustem, An invariant of a general transformation of surfaces, § 5.

Î Ibid., § 3.
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in which the points x and X\ of the nets N and N\ are divided by the focal

points 2 and y of the line of G; i.e.,

(2.2) C-(**i, sy).

For the transformation F discussed in §1, the invariant C is found to be

(2.3) C = —, *
s

where

(2.4) /= hd - e',    s = 10- 6'.

Two nets are said to be radial transforms^ of one another when the lines

joining corresponding points are concurrent. We agree to admit radial

transformations into the category of transformations F, and point out that

C = 1 is characteristic of them.

Finally, we note that the invariant C of the inverse of a transformation F

is equal to the reciprocal of that of the original transformation.

3. Fundamental theorem. Equations (2.3), (2.4), (1.1), and (1.2),

combined with the condition of compatibility of the equations (1.2), yield

the relations

d log / /        1 \ d       0

dv \ C /dv        a

d log s dO

du du       o

We now form the difference between the derivative of the first of these equa-

tions with respect to u and that of the second with respect to v and obtain

the equation

d2 log c    d r/1      \a_      ei     ôr d       n

dudv du\_\C /dv      '  a J      dv[_ du b J

as a condition on the invariant C and the solution 0 of the point equation of

the net N, for the transformation F.

Suppose now that we have a net N with (1.1) as its point equation, of

which 0 is a given solution. Given also a function C(u, v) satisfying (3.2).

The system of equations (3.1) combined with sC = t is then compatible,

* Ibid., § 5.
t Eisenhart, T. S., § 14.
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and by means of it two functions t and s are defined to within the same multi-

plicative constant. The function

t - s
(3.3) 0 =-

e

is defined also to within this same multiplicative constant, and is found to

satisfy the adjoint equation of (1.1), namely

d2é       a log a dé     a log b dé     d2 log ab
(3.4) — +-5-— +-^-- +-*-_ = o.

dudv dv     du du      dv dudv

Consequently the relation

(3.5) h-l = é

will determine two functions h and I to within a common additive constant

of integration, which serve to define a net ¿V' : (#') parallel to ¿V, by means of

equations similar to (1.2).* The function 6' = hd — t=lO—s is then a solution

of the point equation of ¿V' corresponding to 0.

Thus we have found transformations F of ¿V by means of the given

0 having the given function C(m, v) as their common invariant C. The

nets ¿Vi determined in this manner as F transforms of ¿V are given by the

equation

e
(3.6) xi=x-~-—-(x'+nx),t

6' + n6

in which n is an arbitrary constant.

Fundamental Theorem I. A solution 6 of the point equation (1.1) of a

net N, and a function C(u, v) which satisfies (3.2) determine oo» nets ¿Vi which

are F transforms of N by means of 0 having as their invariant C the given

function C(u, v).  Any two of the nets ¿Vi are radial transforms of one another.

The last part of the theorem can be proved directly from (3.6); but it

will be made evident by the corollary of §6.

4. Conjugate triads. If ¿Vi and N2 are F transforms of the net ¿V by

essentially different solutions, 0i and 02 (0i^c02), of its point equation (1.1),

but along the same conjugate congruence, they are themselves in relation

F. The transformation F carrying N into ¿V,- (¿ = 1, 2) we indicate by Fi,

and that carrying ¿Vi into ¿V2 by F3; then

Eisenhart, T. S., § 4, (18), (19), (20) and also the next theorem stated there.

This result is obtained by availing ourselves of a translation of the coordinate axes.
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FiFz = F2.

Three nets so related to one another will be referred to as a conjugate triad

of nets.

From (1.5) it is noted that the transformations Fi and F2, and therefore

also F3, have different harmonic congruences, corresponding lines of which

are concurrent.

If we indicate the invariant C of F< by C< (i = l, 2, 3), we have from (2.2)

(4.1) d = (xx!,zy),    d = (xxi,zy),    C3 = (xix2,zy).

Hence

(4.2) dC, = Ci.

5. Harmonic triads. Suppose now that Ni and iV2 are F transforms

of N by means of the same solution 6 of its point equation (1.1), but along

different conjugate congruences. The nets Ni and N2 will be, in this case

also, F transforms of one another.* Three nets related to one another in

this manner will be referred to as a harmonic triad of nets. Using the same

symbolism as in the preceding section we may again write

FiFt = Ft.

Any two of the three nets in a harmonic triad are obtained as F transforms

of the third by means of the same solution of its point equation. Because

of this fact, we see from (1.5) that the three transformations F involved have

the same harmonic congruence. It is to be noted also that the transformations

F in a harmonic triad of nets have different conjugate congruences, corre-

sponding lines of which are coplanar.

Using the definition of C as embodied in (2.1), we conclude that here, too,

CiC& = Ci.

6. Product of two transformations F. Suppose that the net Ni is

transformed into the net N,- by the transformation F* (i, j, k = \, 2, 3

cyclically), and let A be a line of the harmonic congruence of Fk. Since

Lk is the intersection of the tangent planes to 2V< and Nit the three lines L

must be either concurrent, or all three coincident. If the lines L are concur-

rent, the triangle formed by the focal points at the intersections of the

tangents to the «-curves with one another (cf. (1.5)) will be in the relation

* Eisenhart, T. S., § 20. Eisenhart has applied the term triad to what we call a harmonic

triad, and has given no name to our conjugate triad. These terms have been introduced in the light

of the duality existing between the two types of triads.
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of Desargues with that formed by the other three focal points. Each of the

sides of one of these triangles intersects the corresponding side of the other

triangle in a point of one of the three nets. Hence, corresponding points of

the three nets are collinear and the three nets form a conjugate triad.

If corresponding lines L are coincident, the three transformations

F have the same harmonic congruence; that is, the three nets form a harmonic

triad.*

This result combined with those of §§4, 5, yields

Theorem II. If the product of two transformations F is a transformation F,

the three nets in question form either a conjugate or a harmonic triad; and, in

either case, the invariant C of the product transformation is equal to the product

of those of the two given transformations.

As an immediate consequence, we conclude

Corollary. // two transformations F of a net by the same solution of its

point equation have equal invariants C, the two F transforms are radial trans-

forms of one another; and conversely, if two non-radial F transforms of a net ¿V

along different conjugate congruences are radial transforms of one another,

the two transformations F are by means of the same solution of the point equation

of N and have equal invariants C.

7. Transformations F in homogeneous point coordinates. The point

equation of a net ¿V on a surface S:x=x (u, v) in a space referred to a homo-

geneous point coordinate system is of the form

a20     a log a de    a log b de
(7.1) -=---+-+ c0.t

dudv dv       du du      dv

If 0 is a solution of this equation, the point Xi defined by

a#i      a / x \    a^i      a / x \
(7.2) - ='-(-)>-*-( —)

du        du\e J       dv dv\e /

traces a net ¿Vi which is an F transform of ¿V. The points with the coordinates

dxi/du and dxi/dv are the focal points Fi and F2 (cf. (1.5)) of the line of the

* There is also the case in which the three nets N form both a conjugate and a harmonic triad.

Two nets which, with the net N of §1, form such a configuration are those along the same congruence

conjugate to N and by means of the same solution B of the point equation of N. However, the two

"corresponding" solutions of the point equation of N' differ by a constant iß' and 0'+ constant

(cf. (1.4)).   Three nets so related may be considered as forming either type of triad.

t Eisenhart, T. S., §§ 30, 37, 38.
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harmonic congruence. The invariant C of the transformation F is found to be

(7.3) C = - •
s

The condition of compatibility of (7.2) assumes the form (3.1) by virtue

of the fact that 0 is a solution of (7.1).

For a radial transformation C = l; i.e., t = s. In this case, because of

(3.1), both t and s are equal to the same constant. Equations (7.2) can then

be integrated and

(7.4) z1 = -f. + p
0

is obtained as the equation of a radial transformation. Here p represents the

coordinates of the center of the transformation.

From (3.1) we deduce that the condition on the invariant C in this case

is precisely of the same form as (3.2).

Given, conversely, a net ¿V whose point equation is (7.1), a solution

0 of (7.1), and a function C(u, v) satisfying the condition (3.2). Just as in

§3, we find that a net 2Vi is determined as an F transform of N to within a

radial transformation*; and that the invariants C of the transformations F

are equal to the given function C.

If we replace the coordinates x of N by dx, where 0 is a solution of (7.1),

the point equation assumes a similar form but with c = 0.f In this event,

equations (7.2) become similar in form to those for a parallel map in terms

of non-homogeneous coordinates. In fact, as Eisenhart Î points out, the study

of transformations F in terms of homogeneous coordinates can be made in

this way analytically equivalent to that of parallel maps in terms of non-

homogeneous coordinates. In such a development the invariant C of the

transformation F corresponds to the invariant of the parallel map.§

II. The invariant 22 of a transformation F

8. Nets and transformations F in terms of tangential coordinates.

The tangential coordinates of a surface 5 whose point coordinates are x =

x(u, v)\\ are the direction cosines of its normal:

* Inasmuch as we cannot avail ourselves of a translation as we did in § 3, it cannot be concluded

here that there are only °ol transformations F determined,

t Eisenhart, T. S., § 37.
Î Ibid., p. 89.
§ W. C. Graustein, Parallel maps of surfaces.

|l From now on we restrict ourselves to three-dimensional space.
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1   âï      to .
(8.1) ï = i;VxT>   (fi*")331'*

D  du      dv

and the distance of the tangent plane from the origin :

(8.2) « = (f|x).

The parametric curves of S will form a conjugate net ¿V if and only if the

tangential coordinates f and a satisfy an equation of the form

a2x     a log a ax    a log 0 ax
(8.3) — = —=-+ —lr_ + 7x)t

dudv dv      du du      dv

which is known as the tangential equation of ¿V.

Let (8.3) be the tangential equation of the net ¿V of §1; and let f, w be

its tangential coordinates. The tangential coordinates of ¿Vi will be written

fi, wi. The function X = (f|a:') is the fourth tangential coordinate of ¿V',

and is also a solution of (8.3).

The net N{ traced by the point

(8.4) x{ = 1

is a radial transform of ¿V' by means of 0', and is parallel to ¿Vi.J Its fourth

tangential coordinate is Xi = (fiU/).

The transformation F of §1 is represented in terms of tangential coordi-

nates by the equations

du\\J       du\\J dv\\J        dv\\/
(8.5)

a /to a    _a/w\        a /w a    _ a / o> \

du\\J~   du\\)'        dv\\J~ Sdv\\)

When we reconcile these equations with those of §1, we find that

*The inner product of the two triples x: (xl, x1, x3), y: (y1, y*, y3) is represented by (x\y);

and their outer product by xXy.  In this way we have (xXy\z) = (xyz), the latter term being the

determinant of x, y and z. Also
(dx dx I dx dx\- X — — X — I,

du     dv | du     dv t

where E, F, G are the coefficients of the square of the linear element of 5.

t Eisenhart, Differential Geometry, §§ 66, 67.

j Eisenhart, T. S., § 15.

§ Eisenhart, T. S., § 52, (26).
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eiAö'4    . giAO"   „
(8.6) t =-,   s=-*

eDt2s gDts*

9. The invariant H. At the focal point Ft (cf. (1.5)) of the line L of

the harmonic congruence, the tangent plane to any ruled surface of that

congruence is the focal plane there; and a similar situation exists at the

other focal point F2. Consider an arbitrary ruled surface of the harmonic

congruence. The coordinates of the points of contact, P and Pi, of the tan-

gent planes to N and 2Vi with this arbitrary ruled surface depend linearly

on the value of du/dv for this ruled surface. Thus, as du/dv is allowed to

vary, there are defined on the line of the harmonic congruence two ranges of

points, the one traced by P and the other by Pi, which are in projective

correspondence. The fixed points of this projectivity are Fi and F2. Ac-

cordingly, the invariant of this projectivity

(9.1) H = (PP1,F2F1)

is a projective invariant of the transformation F which we call the harmonic

invariant, or briefly, the invariant H.

Evidently the invariant H of the inverse of a transformation F is the

reciprocal of that of the given transformation.

The value of H may be obtained by computing the coordinates of P and

Pi in terms of point coordinates using the formulas of §1.  It is found that

(9.2) F-!*.-.
fi«     C

An alternative method of obtaining this result is to use the fact that the

cross ratio (9.1) is equal to that in which the tangent planes to N and iVi

are divided by the focal planes at Fi and F2. The tangential coordinates

of the first two planes mentioned are respectively f, w and fi, a>i. Those of

the focal planes are proportional to

fi        -f        «1       _« fl f      «i w
-t — t-t—  and-s—>-5 — • j
Xi X       Xi X Xi X      Xi X

Hence (9.1) becomes

(9.3) H = --
s

By virtue of (8.6) this result is seen to be equivalent to (9.2).

* Here e, /, g are the coefficients of the second fundamental quadratic form for the surface of

the net N.

t Eisenhart, T. S. § 52, (27).
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A somewhat different geometric consideration brings to light another

meaning of the invariant H. As we leave the point x of N in the direction

du/dv, the tangent plane there twists about the conjugate direction. Con-

sequently we can obtain the invariant H just as the invariant C was ob-

tained,* except that each direction is now to be replaced by its conjugate

direction. In this way, Fi, F2 of (2.1) are interchanged; and 2? and A are

replaced by P and Pi, where the latter two points are the intersections of

the line of the harmonic congruence with those tangent lines at x and Xi

to the surfaces of N and A in the directions conjugate to the lines from

x and Xi to 2? and A-

10. Perspective transformations. The conditions of integrability of

(8.5) can be written in the form

v      3 log*"     /       1\ d X

(10-1)  TT-O-h)*10^'

dlogi d X
—^-= (1-/2)- log-,

du du ß

where we have made use of (8.3) and (9.3).

If 22 = 1, 2=5 and their common value is seen from equations (10.1) to

be constant.   Equation (8.5) can be integrated in this case and we obtain

f + Xp co + Xr X
(10.2) f i =-,      wi =-;   X1 = —,

A A A

where

(10.3) A= [(f + Xp)|(f -fXp)]1'*.

Hence the lines of intersections of corresponding tangent planes to N and A

all lie in a fixed plane. We refer to a transformation of this type as a per-

spective transformation.

Inasmuch as a perspective transformation in terms of tangential coordi-

nates is analytically equivalent to a radial transformation in terms of point

coordinates, we may say that they are duals of one another.

A simple example of a perspective transformation is the parallel map, in

which the plane of perspectivity is the plane at infinity.

11. Fundamental theorem. From equations (10.1) in a manner similar

to that of §3 we obtain, as the condition on the invariant 22 of the trans-

formation (8.5),

* Cf. § 2, above.
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a2 log h    a r/ i      \ a       x i    a r a      x i
(11.1)       -5— + — (-1 )— log —   + — (1 - H)— log — = o.

dudv        âul\H        )dv a\      dvV du        ß J

Conversely, given a net ¿V whose tangential equation is (8.3), a solution

X of (8.3), and a function H(u, v) satisfying (11.1). Equations (10.1) and

sH = / will then form a compatible system by means of which two functions

t and s are defined to within the same multiplicative constant. The equations

dwi      a/r*\        dwi      a/f'\

;-'Hj)-   -h-'-íIÍt)'    (i-''2'3)'du

(11.2)
dWi      _ a / w \ dw\     _ a / » \

3m du\ X / ' dv dv\ X /

are then compatible; and the functions wk(k = 1, 2, 3,4), so defined, all satisfy

the equation

a2it»     la      a dw       a       ß dw
(11.3) -log-+ H— log-

dudv       H dv \    du du X    dv

The five functions

(w~\ w)1'2

Wi
íí = ,   ,    ,.,.>        t=l,2,3,

(11.4)
Wi 1 . .

»1B,     I      >...»       Xi » ■ l(»    »)  -  Wi2 + W22 + W»*J,
(w| w)1'2 (w| a/)1'2

are solutions of the equation

(dw
wX —

du

dw\
»X-

dv)
— X,

a2Xi     a cd      aXi
- = - log -j-
dudv      dv        (w\ w)112   du

(11.5)
a ßs      ax

H-log —¡-¡—
du (w\w)112     dv (w\w)'

From (11.4), (fi|fi) = l. Thus the functions ft and «i can be considered

as the tangential coordinates of a net ¿Vi whose tangential equation will be

(11.5). Moreover, since (11.2) assumes the form (8.5) when the functions

w are replaced by ft, ou and Xi, as indicated by (11.4), the net ¿Vi is an F

transform of ¿V. The analytic work here is the same as in §3, but the inter-

* f» f*i r3 are the three ordered components of f (cf. (8.1)).
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pretation now is that these quadratures determine f i and coi only to within a

perspective transformation (cf. equations (10.2)).

Fundamental Theorem III. A solution X of the tangential equation (8.3)

of a net N, and a function H(u, v) which satisfies (11.1) determine nets A

to within a perspective transformation which are F transforms of N by means

of X; the invariant H of these transformations F is the given function H(u, v).

12. Triads. We have seen that if A and A are F transforms of a net

N (with (8.3) as its tangential equation) and if A and A are themselves

in relation F, then the nets A A, A form either a harmonic or a conjugate

triad.* From the nature of the function Xf of (8.5), which we say is the solu-

tion of the tangential equation of N used in the transformation F, we see

that if

(i) the same X is used in (8.5) to obtain A and A as F transforms of A

the three nets form a conjugate triad; and if

(ii) different solutions X are used, the three nets form a harmonic triad.

We have thus the following dual relations:

If A, A, A are three nets in a conjugate [harmonic] triad, the three

transformations F have the same conjugate [harmonic] congruence but

different harmonic [conjugate] congruences; any two of the nets are obtained

from the third by means of the same solution X[8] of its tangential [point]

equation, but by different solutions 0[X] of its point [tangential ] equation.

In the same way the invariants C and H, and radial and perspective

transformations are duals of one another.

The methods used in proving the results embodied in the theorem of §6

are applicable to the invariant H also. Consequently we now have the

complete

Theorem IV. If the product of two transformations F is a transformation

F, the three nets in question form either a conjugate or a harmonic triad. In

either case, the invariants C and H of the product transformation are equal

respectively to the product of the invariants C and to the product of the invariants

E of the given two transformations.

As in §6, we also have, dually, the

Corollary. If two transformations F of a net by the same solution of its

tangential equation have equal invariants H, the two F transforms are per-

* Cf. § 6, above.

t I.e. X=(f |*'), cf. § 8. HereX is the fourth tangential coordinate of N', the net parallel to N,

whose point coordinates are the direction parameters of the conjugate congruence of the transform-

ation.
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spective transforms of one another; and, conversely, if two non-perspective F

transformations with different harmonic congruences of a net N are perspective

transforms of one another, the two transformations F are by means of the same

solution of the tangential equation of ¿V and have equal invariants H.

13. Transformations F in homogeneous tangential coordinates.

Analytically, the study of transformations F, whether in terms of homo-

geneous point coordinates, or in terms of homogeneous tangential coordi-

nates, is the same.* The work and fundamental theorem of §7 need therefore

only to be dually interpreted to obtain the facts for transformations F in

terms of homogeneous tangential coordinates.

14. The invariants C and H as products of invariants. The transfor-

mation F as set up by Eisenhart t is the product of a parallel transformation

Pi, a radial transformation R2, and another parallel transformation P»; i.e.,

Grausteinf has shown that the invariant C of the product transformation F

is equal to the product of the invariants (C) of these factor transformations.

Consider now the case of the invariant H. Since Px and P3 are parallel,

i.e., perspective, transformations, A=A = 1. For ¿?2, C2 = l, and hence,

from (9.2), Ht = e{g'/(g{e'), the quantities bearing on ¿Vi' and ¿V'. From (1.2)

Since

we also have

e' = he,   g' = lg.

dx{ h   dxi dx{ I   dxi

du t    du dv s    dv

h                                    I
el =-ei, gl =-gi.

Hence, since C = t/s,

t s

gi«    c

* Eisenhart, T. S., §§ 37, 38 and §§ 51, 52.
t Eisenhart, T. S., § 15.

t Cf. W. C. Graustein, An invariant of a general transformation of surfaces, § 5.

§ Eisenhart, T. S., § 15.
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As a result
H = HiHiH$.

Theorem V. The product of the invariants H of the parallel, radial, and

a second parallel transformation into which a transformation F can be factored

(in Eisenhart's way) is equal to the invariant H of the transformation F.

The transformation F as considered by Jonas* was built up of a radial

transformation Pi, a parallel transformation P2, and another radial trans-

formation P3; i.e.,

In this case also Graustein f has shown that the invariant C of the trans-

formation F is equal to the product of those of Ru P2, Rs.

The invariant H for Ps, i.e. A, is unity since P2 is a perspective transfor-

mation.  For Pi and Rs, Ci = C3 = l.  Hence, from (9.2),

*-*,   A=e*'

ge gië'

But ë'=të, g'=sg.% Thus, again,

H = HiHtHt.

Theorem VI. The product of the invariants H of the radial, parallel and

second radial transformation into which a transformation F can be factored

(in Jonas' way) is equal to the invariant H of the transformation F.

We are led to the conclusion from these facts that the methods of Eisen-

hart and Jonas are duals of one another.

III. Nets of special type

15. Nets with equal invariants. The point equation of the net A

determined in §1 as an F transform of the net N having (1.1) as its point

equation is

d20i       d /at\dO!       d /bs\dOi
(15.1)-log( — )—- + — log( — )-§

dudv     dv       XO'/du      du       \0,/dv

* Cf. footnote on Jonas, Introduction.

t W. C. Graustein, An invariant of a general transformation of surfaces.

t Cf. Eisenhart, T. S., § 16, (21).
§ Eisenhart, T. S., § 15.
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If the point equation of ¿V(l.l) has equal point invariants,*

a2

dudv
log

(t)-°-

and conversely. Thus ¿Vi will also have equal point invariants if and only if

d2 log C U(u)
-—- = 0; i.e. C = -^-,

dudv V(v)

where U is a function of « alone and V of v alone.

The net ¿V whose tangential equation is (8.3) has equal tangential in-

variants f if and only if

a2 /a\
-logl — ) = 0.
dudv        \ßj

Hence ¿Vi having (11.6) as its tangential equation will also have equal

tangential invariants if and only if

U(u)d2 log H
= 0;  i.e. H =

dudv V(v)

Theorem VIL An F transform of a net ¿V having equal point [tangential]

invariants will also have equal point[tangential] invariants if and only if the

invariant C[H] of the transformation is of the form U(u)/V(v).

16. Transformations F with constant invariants. Consider two trans-

formations F of a net ¿V by means of the same solution 0 of its point equation.

Let the two invariants C of these transformations, G and C2, be constant.

Equation (3.2) yields

(16.1)

Thus, either

(i)

or

\Ci        /dudv       \ a )

+ (1 - Ci)
d2

dudv

dudv

(t)-

/ e \ d2       / e \
log I — ) = 0    and    -log ( — ) = 0

\aj dudv       \bj

(¿=1,2).

(ii)

1
-1
Ci

1
-1

1 -A

1 -Ct

= 0.

* Eisenhart, T. S., § 6.

t Eisenhart, T. S., § 53.
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If (i) obtains, N and the two F transforms have equal point invariants. If,

then, N has unequal point invariants, (ii) must hold; i.e.,

(1 - Ci)(l - CXd - CO = 0.

From this result and its dual we are led to

Theorem VIII. If, in a harmonic[conjugate] triad of nets with unequal

point [tangential] invariants, the invariants C[H] of the three transformations

F are constant, at least one of the transformations is radial[perspective].

However, if (ii) does not hold, (i) must, and N will have equal point

invariants. The F transforms will also have equal point invariants (cf. §15).

Theorem IX. If a net N admits of two non-radial [non-perspective]

transformations F by means of a given solution d\X] of its point [tangential]

equation with constant but unequal invariants C[H], the net N has equal

point [tangential] invariants; and the F transforms also have equal point

[tangential] invariants.

17. Transformations K and 0. A transformation F for which C= — 1

is called a transformation K* and one for which 22= —1, a transformation

ß.f For a transformation K, equation (3.2) yields

d2 /a\

a"Hï)-0;dudv

and for a transformation ß, equation (11.1) becomes

Ö2

dudv
log G)"-

Thus we have the known fact that two nets in relation K [Q] have equal

point [tangential ] invariants.

If N has equal point invariants its point equation is of the form

d20       d log i> dO      d log i> dO(17.1) — = —11 — + —u:_.
dudv dv      du du      dv

Equation (3.2) for a constant invariant C of an F transformation of such

a net yields

* Eisenhart, T. S., § 25.

t Eisenhart, T. S., § 53.
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(17-2) (ïï-c)^log(7)-°-

We may say that in general

a2 /0\
-logl—   ^0.
dudv        \ if /

This fact and its dual leads to

Theorem X. A non-radial[non-perspective] transformation F of a net

with equal point[tangential] invariants having a constant invariant C[H] is,

in general, a transformation K[il].

18. The product of the invariants C and H. From (9.2) we see that if

CH = 1, we have

t\       e
(18.1) _ = _.

gi       g

Hence

Theorem XL // two nets correspond by a transformation F for which

the product of the invariants C and H is unity, the surfaces of the nets are so

mapped that their asymptotic lines correspond. Conversely, if the surfaces of

two nets in relation F are so mapped that their asymptotic lines correspond,

the product of the invariants C and H of the transformation F is unity.

From (9.2) we conclude

Theorem XII. If the parameters of one of two nets in relation F are iso-

thermal-conjugate* those of the other net are also isothermal-conjugate if and

only if the product of the invariants C and H of the transformation F is unity.

We can go a step farther. A net is isothermal-conjugate if, when para-

metric, e/g = U(u)/V(v)4 Consequently, using Theorem XII and (9.2)

we have

Theorem XIII. If the nets N and ¿Vi in relation F have three of the following

four properties, they have the fourth also:

(a) ¿V and ¿Vi have equal point invariants;

(b) ¿V and ¿Vi have equal tangential invariants;

(c) ¿V is isothermal-conjugate;

(d) ¿Vi is isothermal-conjugate.

* Eisenhart, Differential Geometry, pp. 198-199.

t Eisenhart, Differential Geometry, loc. cit.
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If (a) [(b) ] holds and (c) and (d) both hold, and one of the nets N and A

has equal tangential[point] invariants, then the other net also has equal tan-

gential[point] invariants.

We may write (9.2) in the form

nTJ     eigi   D2   £2A2
C/i  = -• — - -

DÍ     eg   gx2D2
(18.2)

= Ki_   /gDi\2

'  K ' \glDj 'it

where K and K\ are the Gaussian curvatures of the surfaces carrying N

and A.

Theorem XIV. If the nets N and A in relation F are real and the param-

eters are real, their surfaces have their Gaussian curvatures of the same or op-

posite sign according as the product CH of the transformation is positive or

negative.

TV. Transformations of Ribaucour

19. O-nets and conjugate normal congruences. The curves of a net N

form an orthogonal system; i.e., N is an O-net, if and only if they are the

lines of curvature of the surface of A The point equation of the O-net of a

surface is

d20       dlogE1'2 de     dlogG1'2 de
(19.1) -=-+---,

dudv dv        du du        dv

and its tangential equation is

3*X       d c     3X      a g    dX
(19.2) -= — log-+ — log —-

dudv      dv        E1'* du     du       G1'2  dv

The congruence of normals to a surface is conjugate to its O-net. In

fact the spherical representation of this O-net N* serves as a parallel net N'

whose coordinates are direction parameters of this normal conjugate con-

gruence. Let f be the direction cosines of the normals:

(19.3, dA=-±dJL,     ^=_A^.
du E    du dv G   dv

The surface of N is assumed to be neither a sphere nor a developable.
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If 0 is an arbitrary solution of (19.1), equations

dp e   dO dp g   de
(19.4) — =-,        J-=-± —

du E du âv G  dv

are compatible, and a function p so defined is a solution of the point equation

of tue spherical representation ¿V' of the O-net ¿V. Hence an arbitrary F

transform ¿V0 of ¿V along its normal conjugate congruence has the coordinates

e
(19.5) x0 = x-r.

P

For the surface of ¿V0,

a#o a0o
(19.6) F0 =

where

(19.7)

du    dv

e

P

If d6o/du=dd0/dv = 0, 0O is constant, and the net ¿Vo of (19.5) is parallel

to ¿V.

If ddo/du=0, dd0/dv9¿0, equations (19.7) and (19.4) show that dd/du = 0,

dd/dvy^O. Thus 0o and 0 are functions of v alone. In this case we have for

the directions of the curves of ¿V0*

dxo / e0o \
(19.8) -= - (-1)

du \ E )

\dx

) du

dxo _ /go0 - G\/ de      dx\

dv  ~ \    Gp    A   dv dv)

Such a transformation is of a type studied by Grausteinf and termed by him

a semi-parallel map.

Theorem XV. A necessary and sufficient condition that an F transform

of an O-net along its normal conjugate congruence be an O-net is that the trans-

formation be either parallel or semi-parallel.

• Eisenhart, T. S., § 15, (19).
t W. C. Graustein, Semi-parallel maps of surfaces, Annals of Mathematics,  (2), voL 27

(1926), p. 271.
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20.   Transformations R.   If N':(x') is an arbitrary net parallel to the

O-net A the equations

dO      /     \dx\ dO      /     \dx\(20.1) _ = (*'_), _ = (,»/__)
du     \     \du) dv      \    \dv)

are compatible, and 0 will satisfy (19.1).  The function

(x'\ x')
(20.2) 0' =        '

2

is a "corresponding" solution oí N' in the sense of §1.   Thus we may obtain

a net A: (*i)

20
(20.3) Xi = * -

(*'*')

as an F transform of A Here A is also an O-net.

As a matter of fact, the surfaces of the O-nets N and A are the sheets

of the envelope of a two-parameter system of spheres, the curves of A7 and

A being the loci of the points of contact of the spheres* This transformation

F of N into A, as indicated by (20.3), is termed a transformation of Ribaucour,

or briefly, a transformation R.

The invariants C and 22 of a transformation R enter in the symmetrical

relations

EiG eig £i G
(20.4) C2 = 7T' CH = —, H2 = ~^.j

GiE gie C71C

The points with coordinates f and ft, the direction cosines of the normals

to N and A, trace O-nets on the unit sphere which are in relation F.f The

point equations of these nets on the unit sphere are the same as their tan-

gential equations and are also equal to the tangential equations of the

nets N and A- Thus

Theorem XVI. The invariant H of a transformation R is equal to the in-

variant C( = H) of the transformation F existing between the spherical represen-

tations of the nets in the relation R.

* Eisenhart, T. S., §§ 68-72.

t £, y, G are the coefficients of the square of the linear element of the spherical representation

of the surface of 5.
% Eisenhart, T. S., § 78, (11).
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21.    Applications.  We  return  to  the  equations  (20.4),  and   exclude

radial and perspective transformations.

If the transformation R is also K, C = — 1 and

and conversely.  Since N and ¿Vi have equal point invariants (cf. §17), their

surfaces are isothermic.   Conversely, if the surfaces of O-nets in relation R

are isothermic, we can choose parameters so that (21.1) holds.   Moreover,

(21.1) is the condition that the map be conformai.

The following theorems are thus readily obtained:

Theorem XVII. A necessary and sufficient condition that the surfaces of

O-nets in relation R be conformally mapped is that both surfaces be isothermic.

The transformation is then also K*

Theorem XVIII. A necessary condition that the two surfaces whose O-nets

are in relation R be isometrically mapped is that the transformation be also K.

Both surfaces are then isothermic.

Theorem XIX. A necessary and sufficient condition that the spherical

representations of two surfaces whose O-nets are in relation R be conformally

mapped is that the transformation be also fl.

Theorem XX. A necessary condition that the spherical representations of

two surfaces whose O-nets are in relation R be isometrically mapped is that the

transformation R be also ñ.

Finally we have

Theorem XXI. // two surfaces whose O-nets are in relation R are mapped

conformally (or isometrically) and if their spherical representations are also

so mapped, the transformation R is both K and Q; and the surfaces and their

spherical representations are isothermic. Conversely, if these surfaces and their

spherical representations are isothermic, the surfaces are conformally mapped

and so also are their spherical representations, and the transformation R is

both K and fl. In these cases of a transformation R being both K and ß,

the asymptotic lines of both surfaces correspond.^

* Theorem of Cosserat, Eisenhart, T. 3. § 82 and footnote (61).

t Cf. Theorem XI.
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If the O-net of a minimal surface is parametric,

E           c
(21.2) -=-

Thus we are led to

Theorem XXII. When the O-nets of two minimal surfaces are in relation

R, the invariants C and H of the transformation are equal; and, conversely, if

the invariants C and H of a transformation R are equal and the surface of one

of the O-nets is minimal, so is the surface of the second.

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.


